INTRODUCTION
A number of light-scattering effects that occur in the atmosphere are produced by the constructive and destructive interference of light waves. Among the most well known of these are supernumerary rainbows and the glory. In order to study these phenomena in a controlled laboratory environment, water droplets", 2 and air bubbles 3 4 were illuminated with laser light, and the intensity and polarization of the resulting rainbows and glories were measured. A number of differences in the observability of these wave-interference phenomena exist when they are examined in the laboratory as opposed to when they occur naturally in the atmosphere.
The observability of natural glories and supernumerary rainbows depends on many factors, which can be classed broadly as either physical or physiological. The physical factors influence the contrast of the wave-interference pattern before the scattered light enters the eye of the observer. Among these factors are surface-wave damping on the water droplet, the spatial coherence properties of sunlight, multiple scattering within the cloud or rain shower, and the distribution of the sizes of the water droplets in the atmosphere. The physiological factors include color perception and color threshold discrimination within the observer's visual system. For example, because the sun is a white-light source, to calculate the colors perceived by an observer requires that the chromaticity coordinates of the interference pattern be integrated over all the visible wavelengths present in the light scattered from a single target. 5 This washes out the colors observed in a white-light interference pattern and reduces the fringe contrast perceived. 6 The perceived contrast is reduced further when the chromaticity coordinates of the interference pattern are integrated over the size distribution of the scattering targets.
One of the chief physical factors influencing glory and supernumerary observability is the spatial coherence width of sunlight at the Earth. The laser light used in the laboratory has a large degree of spatial and temporal coherence.
Such coherence is standardly assumed in the Mie-theory analysis of scattering phenomena. On the other hand, sunlight possesses only a small degree of spatial and temporal coherence. For a droplet of a given size, this places a limit on the number of supernumerary rainbows that can be produced adjacent to the primary rainbow. It also places a limit on the size of water droplets that can produce a glory. The purpose of this paper is to estimate these limits and to emphasize their physical interpretation.
The spatial coherence properties of sunlight can be modeled with the following simple physical picture. Consider an extended light source S a distance z from the scattering target. It has a radius s and is composed of independent radiators. Consider a single wavelength X of the light emitted by the source. A wave front of light from the extended source arriving at the scattering target consists of many isoplanatic patches, with the average diameter 7 (1.1)
The phase of the light within each patch is constant, and it varies randomly among different patches. For the case of sunlight, d 40 ,m at the location of the Earth. 8 When a wave front of sunlight scatters from the target, two scattered light rays arriving at the position of the observer exhibit interference if they originate from within the same isoplanatic patch on the incident wave front. They do not exhibit interference if they originate in different patches. Supernumerary rainbows and the glory may be thought of as being produced by the interference of light rays that enter the water droplet at different locations on its surface. If the distance between the incident light rays producing the supernumeraries or the glory is larger than d, the rays are incoherent with respect to one another, and wave interference does not occur. By quantitatively calculating the visibility of atmospheric supernumerary rainbows and the glory, one can test the validity of this simple physical picture.
The effect of an incoherent-light source on wave interference can be described quantitatively as follows. Consider one of the independent radiators within the source. If the single radiator acted as a source for diffraction or scattering from the target of radius a, the diffracted or scattered inten- The factor F in Eq. (1.2) contains the interference pattern characterizing the diffraction or scattering. The geometric scaling factor G is the cross-sectional area of the region on the target surface that is pierced by the incident rays responsible for the interference. For example, if the target is a circular aperture, then m = 1, K = 1, and the wave-interference factor F for the diffracted intensity is
Similarly, rays passing through the aperture at any location contribute to the interference, giving G = ra 2 .
(1.5)
If the single independent radiator is replaced by the entire incoherent extended source in the source plane having coordinates r, the intensity on the viewing screen becomes a convolution of the scattering pattern from a single radiator with the finite extent of the incoherent source, 9 effective blurring produced by the increasingly extended interval of convolution. For small a, the increase in G dominates the intensity. For large a, the contrast decrease of Fave dominates. As a result, we expect that, when the diameter of the portion of the target surface pierced by the rays responsible for interference is of the order of d, the wave interference reaches its optimum observability. In Section 2 we apply this physical picture to supernumerary rainbows, and in Section 3 we apply it to the glory.
VISIBILITY OF SUPERNUMERARY RAINBOWS
The primary rainbow occurs when the scattering angle of the rays that are incident upon a water droplet and make one internal reflection within it before exiting possesses a relative minimum at'
where n is the index of refraction of the water droplet. The rainbow ray that exits the droplet at this minimum scattering angle enters it with an angle of incidence of
Both the rainbow ray and the incident rays infinitesimally adjacent to it travel the same optical path length
When we change to the scaled positions
and use a source with a circular geometry, Eq. (1.6) becomes 9) where the aperture function for the source AS(W) is
Applying the mean-value theorem to Eq. (1.9), we obtain IO(RO) G 2 (a)irs 2 Fave(R), (1.11) where Fave is the average value of F resulting from the convolution integral in Eq. (1.9) evaluated at the scaled viewingscreen coordinate R. As a is increased, the geometric scaling factor G increases, and more rays contribute to the diffraction or scattering. At the same time, however, the interference fringe contrast in Fave decreases because of the from the plane tangent to the droplet and normal to the entering rainbow ray to the plane tangent to the droplet and normal to the exiting rainbow ray. As a result, the constructive interference or focusing of a finite area of the initial wave front in the direction of the primary rainbow is not affected by the coherence properties of the source. Pairs of incident rays at various distances to either side of the rainbow ray exit the droplet after one internal reflection with the scattering angle 0 > OR. They then travel parallel to each other until they reach the position of a distant observer, where they are brought together and interfere with each other constructively, destructively, or at some condition intermediate between these two extremes." This interference pattern observed on one side of the primary rainbow is the supernumerary rainbow sequence.
In the geometrical ray model for rainbow production, if is the angle of incidence of a light ray upon the droplet and for the two geometrical rays t+ and t_ exiting the droplet in the 0 direction parallel to each other, where
The optical path lengths of the t± rays between the planes tangent to the droplet at their entrance and exit are
Constructive interference of the t+ and t_ rays occurs when the difference between their path lengths satisfies
for an integer N ' 0, with N = 0 representing the primary rainbow and N > 1 representing the supernumerary sequence, or when
The separation 6 of the incident t+ and t_ rays before they enter the droplet is nominal spatial coherence width of sunlight at the Earth, the Sun's incoherence should greatly reduce the visibility of all but the first few supernumeraries.
The extent of the reduction of supernumerary visibility as a result of the finite size of the Sun may be determined quantitatively from Eq. (1.9). As is shown above, the radial extent Ar of the portion of the surface of the droplet that is responsible for the constructive interference producing the primary rainbow or each supernumerary rainbow at one location on the viewing screen is proportional to a . It can also be shown easily that the polar coordinate angular interval AO of the portion of the droplet surface that gives constructive interference at one location on the viewing screen is proportional to a-1/ 2 . Thus the droplet surface area that is responsible for rainbow production at one viewing-screen location is' 4 G = (Wr)(rAO) a: a 7 6 . a The supernumerary rainbow orders N for a water droplet of radius 0.25 mm, the initial separation 6 of the two incident geometrical rays that produce the supernumerary, and the supernumerary visibility factor defined in Eq. for the supernumeraries of Fig. 2 are given in Table 1 , for which background light in the supernumerary region was not recent years, many beautiful rainbow photographs were published. In almost all of them, only one or two supernumeraries at best are visible, in general agreement with the results in Table 1 . Occasionally, as in the photos in Refs. 13 and 20, as many as three or four supernumeraries can be seen.
In obtaining the results in Table 1 and Figs. 1 and 2 , we used the wave-interference model of Eq. (2.16) rather than the exact Mie scattering theory. Mie theory predicts the polarization dependence of the rainbow and also the level of background light upon which the primary rainbow and supernumeraries appear. For a 250-Am-radius water droplet, the supernumerary-to-background intensity ratio in the dominant polarization is 100:1, whereas it is only 5:1 for unpolarized light. This background was omitted in our cal-LJ culations of Eq. (2.21), and physically it is largely removed if 16 the rainbow appears in front of dark clouds or landscape and is observed through a polarizing filter. Our results in Table  1 and Figs. and 2 correspond to this method of observation.
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3, VISIBILITY OF THE GLORY
Van de Hulst was the first to conjecture that the dominant mechanism in the production of the glory for reasonably small water droplets is the interference of light rays that enter the water droplet at its outer edge, make one internal reflection within it, and exit in the backscattered direction. 2 ' The exiting effective toroidal wave front in this model gives rise to the wave-interference factor Since waves from the entire circumference of the droplet contribute to glory interference, and since the radial width Ar of the edge region of the droplet is proportional to a 113 , the geometric scaling factor in Eq. taken into account. Similar convolution integrals over the solar disk were performed previously.2, 3 ", 7 -19 However, it appears that a quantitative measure of supernumerary observability that is due to source incoherence was not made previously.
It can be seen from Table 1 that, for N > 3, visibility decreases to <0.3. The way in which fringe visibility translates into human observability depends on the physiological factors mentioned in Section 1. However, in general, decreasing values of V correspond to decreasingly observable situations. Thus the finite coherence width of sunlight at the Earth places a stringent limit on the number of atmospheric supernumerary rainbows that may be observed. In Unfortunately, the index of refraction of water is such that light rays incident at the edge region have a scattering angle of only 0 = 1660 and cannot be backscattered. In order to overcome this difficulty, it was conjectured that surface waves created at the points of incidence, internal reflection, and exit provide the missing 14° of scattering angle. 2 4 Thus the coefficients cl and 2 also include the amplitudes for the creation and propagation of surface waves and are functions of the droplet size rather than being strictly constants. 25 It was proved both experimentally 26 and numerically 26 27 that light rays incident at the edge of the droplet are, in fact, a large contributor to the glory interference pattern, and some wavelengths than for others. In addition, the amplitude for backscattered axial rays also increases slowly with particle size. 32 However, when the diameter of the droplet exceeds the coherence width of sunlight, the light rays entering at the right-hand edge of the droplet are incoherent with the light rays entering at the left-hand edge. As a result, the coherence width of sunlight at the Earth should decrease the contrast of the glory interference pattern for a > 20 Am.
This limiting radius is above the x 100 limit for the applicability of the geometrical ray model, and it is more restrictive than the surface-wave damping limit. In this smalldroplet-size regime, the 10th-order rainbow contribution is almost an order of magnitude smaller than the van de Hulst term and need not be considered.
In order to verify that the source coherence width limit is indeed more restrictive, the glory intensity for the extended The amplitudes of these coefficients are the estimates given by van de Hulst, 2 2 and the exponential damping factor is the value derived by Khare and Nussenzveig. 2 3 In actuality, the For increasing a below this maximum, the increase in the participating portion of the surface area of the droplet parameterized by the geometric scaling factor causes more light rays to contribute to glory scattering. As a result, in this regime the glory appears brighter for increasing a. Above this maximum, the damping of the surface waves reduces the one-internal-reflection contribution to the glory for increasing a. For particle radii larger than 88 ,m, the structure of the backscattered intensity becomes complicated. At these large particle sizes, the 10th-order rainbow contribution to the glory potentially dominates. However, since the 10th-order rainbow extends over an angular interval of more than 12.6° for the visible spectrum,1 0 its contribution to backscattering will be much less important for where Vis the fringe visibility of Eq. (2.21). It was calculated for this situation from the result of the convolution integral of Eqs. (1.9), (3.1), and (3.3). This quantity is by no means a unique measure of interference-fringe observability, but it does include the important physical factors that influence observability. In Fig. 4 , U is plotted as a function of the droplet radius for the first three glory rings. Again, the background intensity that is due to backscattered axial rays and high-order rainbows was not included. As is seen in this figure, U attains a relative maximum for a 15 i, in agreement with our simple picture of the coherence width limitation of glory visibility. size distribution of water droplets the glory is produced primarily by a small range of droplet radii. When the unpolarized Mie scattered intensity is calculated as a function of the scattering angle near the backscattered direction for a 15 m, the resulting intensity deviates substantially from Fig. 3 in two respects . First, the glory interference pattern is superposed upon a background light intensity. The interference maximum-to-background intensity ratio varies between approximately 3:1 and 10:1. Second, the scattered intensity at a scattering angle of 1800 can be much larger or smaller than the prediction of Fig. 3 , depending on whether the droplet diameter is at a scattering resonance or away from one. 3 3 In any event, the angular separation between the various Mie scattering maxima and minima is the same as the angular separation shown in Fig. 3 .
As a result, a convolution of the Mie intensity would decrease the contrast between these maxima and minima to the same extent that they were decreased in Fig. 4 . Although the numerical values of U would be different for the convolved Mie intensity from what they were in Fig. 4 , they would peak at roughly the same droplet radii, and our conclusion about the coherence width limitation to glory observability would be the same.
The average radii of the water droplets producing the glories analyzed by van de Hulst were 14 m, and the radii of the droplets producing the glory described by Bryant and Jarmie 34 were 9 m. It is of interest to compare these values and the optimum droplet radii of Fig. 4 with the most probable radius of water droplets found in clouds and mists. The most probable cloud droplet radius depends to some extent on the cloud type and the location of the droplet within the cloud. However, many measurements place the most probable radius in the range of 5-12 m. 35 36 Similar radii occur for fog particles. 3 7 3 8 It is a fortunate accident that the optimum droplet radii for glory production are so close to the most probable radius of cloud droplets. If the water droplets in clouds were a factor of 4 larger or smaller, the observation of a naturally occurring glory would be a rare occurrence indeed.
